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LESSON 1: THE THEATRE OF CRUELTY AND EQUUS
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: To explore the concepts of Antonin Artaud’s Theatre of Cruelty and how it
relates to the play.

STARTER: Walk round the room and play some loosening up exercises – running to certain areas when
the teacher calls; whenever the teacher claps, students stand still, but have to make sure that they are
equally spaced around the room.
Next, start walking round again. When the teacher signals, stop and introduce yourself to the person
nearest to you as if they were your long lost friend. Talk to them for a minute, but make sure the
conversation turns into a heated argument.
Next, start walking round again. When the teacher signals, stop next to someone new and tell them
what happened in the previous meeting.
Finally, walk around again and when the teacher signals, stop next to someone new and explain what
happened with your original argument, but it has to be mimed.
Explain the following three terms:
• Iconic: Realistic acting – what they did with the first conversation.
• Deictic: A response to an event – what they did when they reported the argument.
• Symbolic: A stylised approach – what they attempted to do when they mimed the argument.

MAIN: Antonin Artaud (1896 – 1948) was a French writer, director and actor who developed a style of
theatre designed to make the craft relevant again, following the frothy comedies that were emerging
from the Theatre De Paris. He developed a series of ideas that he termed The Theatre of Cruelty, which
was essentially an attempt to make theatre bypass our conscious minds and hit us straight in the gut
by playing on our instincts and bringing our subconscious personalities to the fore.
This style is a significant influence on Shaffer and Equus. In a Guardian interview, Director, Ned Bennett
talks of ‘shaking’ and ‘slapping’ audiences. Artaud wrote about ‘“space thundering with images and
crammed with sounds”. Bennett delivers that – and then some.
As a way of demonstrating these ideas, split the group in half. Get one half to find a space in the room.
The other half must watch a specific person. Act as if you are smoking a cigarette. Stress that although
this is mimed, the aim is to create an iconic style of acting. In other words make it as realistic as possible.
Consider your mood, your location, the weather, the time etc. The other group must watch their person.
Next get the other group to copy what their person did, but with an opinion attached. Perhaps you want
to suggest they’re lazy, arrogant, clumsy etc. This is Deictic.
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Then in the two groups, physicalise the smoking. Be the person smoking, the cigarette, the lungs
breathing in the smoke and being corrupted by the smoke. Anything is acceptable. Anything is possible.
This is Symbolic and what we’re interested in. Show each group and discuss thoughts. It is much harder
to do. Why do you think that is? How hard is it to turn off the conscious mind?
Show the group a copy of Lucas Van Leyden’s painting Lot and His Daughters. Artaud wrote of this painting:
‘I must say this painting is what theatre ought to be, if only it knew how to speak its own language’.
What do you think he meant by that?
Explain the meaning of the painting – In the background is the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah and
in the foreground is Lot being seduced by his daughters who will sleep with him in order to continue their
family line.
Get the students to detail everything that is going on in the picture:
• Visually.
• Aurally.
• Orally.
• Smell.
• Taste.
Share your findings.
Relate this to Equus. Have half the group look at the opening speech of Dysart’s and half at his monologue
in Scene 5. How might you apply this idea of making theatre use all the senses to this speech?
When ready share your ideas.
Pick a moment from the ETT’s production when you felt this was done. Think about the use of lighting,
sound, staging, subject matter.
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EXTENSION: Look at the beginning of Scene 8 – Alan’s nightmare.
Using all resources at your disposal, stage this moment. Bennett states that he wants to prod ‘his company
to think on their feet – physically and impulsively’. Do the same with your scene.

RESOURCES:
		 First eight scenes of the play.
		 Official Trailer from ETT & Theatre Royal Stratford East’s Production:
		
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL06I6ef8cNToTXIIzzzhvV0-i5UZAzXvP
		 Watch the video from ETT and Theatre Royal Stratford East with Adolescent Forensic Psychiatrist,
		 Duncan Harding, who speaks about his involvement with Equus and insight into the role of
		 Forensic Psychiatry: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1AJzSLQvRk
		 Images of Ancient Greece – Argos, Mask of Agamemnon.
		 Lot and His Daughters by Lucas Van Leyden https://www.artbible.info/art/large/806.html
		
		 The Theatre and Its Double by Antonin Artaud.
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LESSON 2: THE NEED TO BELIEVE –
EXPLORING RELIGION VS BELIEF IN THE PLAY
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: To explore the ways in which religion and belief are presented to an audience
through the characterisation in the play.

STARTER: Split into small groups of fours. Read through Act 1, Scene 7. Summarise the events that occur in
the scene in around five to seven bullet points.
Create a tableaux for each and share with the class.
Is there anything specific from the tableaux that suggests a particular stance on religion?

MAIN:
		 Dora, Alan’s mother is a religious Christian.
		 Dysart: Your wife is religious?
		 Frank: Some might say excessively so.
In groups make a note of all the textual evidence that highlight Dora’s religious beliefs in Scenes 7, 11 and 14.
What kind of a picture does it paint of Dora’s beliefs? Are they positive or negative? You might want to
focus on:
• Dora’s stories to Alan of Prince.
• The horse riders in the ‘New World’.
• The presentation of horses in the Bible.
• Frank’s description of the picture that hung over Alan’s bed.
• The picture of the horse that replaced it; Frank’s description of what he saw Alan doing in front
		 of the picture.
Pick a section of text from any one of these scenes – perhaps some look at Scene 7, some at Scene 11
and some at Scene 14 and stage them to suggest how you think they illustrate a stance on religion.
It could be through the portrayal of Dora, Frank or Alan.
Share with the class.
Next look at Scene 10 when Alan first meets Trojan and Scene 16 when Alan first goes to the stables and he
first meets and grooms the horses.
Pick key moments from these scenes for Alan and stage them to show just how much these experiences
mean to him.
Share with the class.
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Discuss whether you think religion or belief comes off better in the play.
Always think about:
• Vocal techniques.
• Physical techniques.
• Proxemics.
You must be able to justify all your decisions in terms of what you wish to convey to your audience.

EXTENSION:
		Compare Scene 18 – Dysart’s description of his evenings with Margaret with
		
Scenes 19 - 21 – Alan’s riding of nugget.
What are the differences between the experiences of the two characters and what might they say
about religion vs belief in the play?

RESOURCES:
		
Scenes 7 - 21
		 ‘Diving. Darling! – Personal reflections on Peter Shaffer and Equus’ by Dan Rebellato,
		 Professor of Contemporary Theatre at Royal Holloway, University of London.
		
http://bit.ly/EquusEdu
Find and present pictures of horses and religious images that might be appropriate for the images that
are referenced.
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LESSON 3: CREATING THE HORSES –
COMPARING THE CREATION OF THE HORSES FROM
SHAFFER’S ORIGINAL VISION TO THE MODERN DAY
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: To explore the changing ways in which the horses have been created on stage
and to try to understand why those staging decisions have been taken.

STARTER: The text begins with a description of how the horses should be played.
Go online and find images of the original staging. What effect is being created?
Why does Shaffer stipulate this and to what end? In other words, what does it convey to an audience?
Find images of the masks that Dysart talks about in his dreams. Compare the images. What might Shaffer
be trying to suggest?

“You will not see a better
production of this... masterpiece”
The Observer

HHHHH

HHHHH

“Tremendous”

“A must-see”

Broadway World UK

Whatsonstage
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MAIN: Find images from ETT and Theatre Royal Stratford East’s Production and compare with the original.
Write down a list of differences and similarities.
Look at all the scenes that horses appear in in Act 1, Scenes 1, 10, 11, 15, 16.
In groups, highlight in scripts the key points that Shaffer makes as to how he wants these moments staged.
Now compare to the production. What’s different?
Why has the director decided to take a different approach?
As an individual, write a brief paragraph, finding the best way to describe how the actors play horses from
Trojan to nugget; grooming and riding. It must be linked to a specific moment in the text. Don’t be general.
Mix up the groups. Get a student to read out their description whilst another student is acting out
whatever they’re being told. If the detail in the paragraph is unclear and the student doesn’t know what
the others mean, then the paragraph needs to be re-written.
Based on the work done in class improve the written description of the way the actors portray the horses
in your chosen scene.
Think about:
• Vocal techniques.
• Physical techniques.
• Proxemics.
• The way actors ride the horses.
• The way the actors combined to create different ways for Alan to ride the horse.
You must be able to justify all your decisions in terms of what you wish to convey to your audience.
Alan’s infatuation with the horses is clearly not conventional. Given that in ETT and Theatre Royal Stratford
East’s Production – and indeed in the original – the main horses of Nugget and Trojan are played by
half-dressed men with the movement really drawing focus to their build – could Alan’s feelings be a
metaphor for something else?
Discuss this in groups and decide how this could be enhanced to make it clear to the audience. Do you
want to enhance it? Is it relevant? Researching Shaffer’s life would be useful here. Link to a specific
moment in the text.

EXTENSION: Look at Scene 18. How can it be staged to suggest the magic and significance of the event?
Work in groups to stage three key moments from the scene ensuring they are always linked to specific
moments supported by text.
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RESOURCES:
		 Photographs of Stratford East production.
		
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12j-xL0jfPOJb93bl3xlxVZkAjEhmr7wC
		 Peter Shaffer wanted to make elaborate theatre, and he succeeded, by Mark Lawson
		 https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2016/jun/06/peter-shaffer-elaborate-theatre-he-succeeded-equus-amadeus
		 Q&A with Movement Director, Shelley Maxwell
		
http://bit.ly/EquusEdu

“It is bracing to find
an era-defining play
revealed as if from
scratch by the soaring
young director,
Ned Bennett”
The New York Times

HHHH

“Thrilling”
The Arts Desk

HHHH

“Compelling”
londonist
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LESSON 5: BLINDING THE HORSES –
WAYS TO STAGE THIS ICONIC SCENE
LEARNING OBJECTIVE: To explore ways to stage this particularly difficult scene.

STARTER: Shaffer’s work is often referred to as being Total Theatre. Spend some time to research what
this term means and find other examples of Shaffer’s work that might correspond to this term.
In groups write on a scrap of paper an unstageable suggestion such as They Cross The Andes.
Put all the suggestions into a hat. Have the teacher pick them out and get the groups to act these out.
This should be quick and force the students to think on their feet.

HHHH
“This is Equus
with the reins off”
The Times
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MAIN: In the final few sequences of the play from Scene 32 onwards, Shaffer deals with some particularly
difficult topics to stage both from a practical and emotional view point – the failed sexual encounter
between Jill and Alan and the blinding of the horses.
As a class, discuss the potential difficulties of how to stage these moments. What are the concerns?
• Nudity and intimacy for actors.
• Audience reacting to the nudity rather than the significance of the events.
• The blinding of the horses – Shaffer’s stage directions are relentlessly, as this happens, three more
horses appear in cones of light: not naturalistic animals like the first three, but dreadful creatures
out of nightmare. Their eyes flare – their nostrils flare – their mouths flare. They are archetypal
images – judging, punishing, pitiless.
• Shaffer never mentions that he wants more visceral elements such as blood to be seen.
• The end of the play with Dysart’s final speech.
In groups, divide the play up from Scene 31 onwards. Each group might take a different part, Scene 32
and 33, Scene 34, Scene 35.
In the group, read through the scene and decide on what your aim is with this scene and find three to
four key moments that will really illustrate this point.
Discuss how you might stage these moments. Be specific and always use text to support your ideas.
In groups, write out these moments as if in an exam. This could be everyone writing every moment in
the scene or different members of the group writing about different moments.
Don’t just think about the acting, but also the staging, lighting, set and sound. Students can find
appropriate music or sound effects to further enhance their exploration.
Stress to the students that these don’t have to be acted out in front of the class – particularly the sexual
encounter.
Come back together as a class and share what has been written, scene by scene and moment by moment.
Are the descriptions detailed enough?
Are they visual enough?
Do they communicate a clear intention to the audience that is thematically relevant to the play as a whole?
As these moments are discussed, bring into the conversation the decisions that were taken in the Stratford
East production:
• The use of white sheets.
• Wind machines.
• Sound effects.
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EXTENSION: What is an audience left with at the end of the play? How should they feel as they
walk away? Stage a court case to decide who is responsible for the events that transpired?
Alan, Jill, Mrs Strang, Mr Strang?

RESOURCES:
		 A summary of Artaud, Brook, Royal Hunt of the Sun, Amadeus in order to expand the students’
		 understanding of Total Theatre.
		
		 Technical terms for lighting, sound, staging etc.

HHHH

HHHH

“Exhilarating”

“Dazzling”

The Guardian

The Sunday Times
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